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MODULAR BUILDS

Proper advance planning
increases value proposition
BY JENA TESSE FOX AND CHUCK DOBROSIELSKI
JFOX@QUESTEX.COM

M

The Hilton Garden Inn San Jose (Calif.) Airport, developed by
architecture firm AO, is slated to open in January 2021.
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Construction of the Hilton Garden Inn San Jose (Calif.) Airport.

odular design has gone from niche to standard within the design and
construction sectors of hospitality, with owners drawn to the lower
costs and faster pace of constructing a building in a warehouse and
then transporting the assembled pieces to the site.
But in order to reap the benefits of this quicker and (relatively) cheaper method of construction, hoteliers need to think differently about how they work, said
Henry Wong, principal at architecture firm AO. “Many of the same decisions
that you would make over the course of, say, eight months are now contained
over, let’s say, three months, which means you have to assemble your entire team
earlier. You need to be willing to and be able to make the decisions that you
might [otherwise] defer … You now cannot defer. You need to be willing to
make those paradigm shifts, so that by doing so, those decisions made early can
be integrated into the manufacturing processing cycle.”
When creating a modular building, designers will need to consider how,
exactly, the structure will be divided into its components, said Patti HarburgPetrich, principal in the Los Angeles office of Buro Happold, a consulting engineering and advisory company. “For the hotel rooms themselves, that’s pretty
obvious,” she acknowledged, “but then, what do you do about the corridor, and
what do you do about the lobby and all these other pieces?” The back-of-house
areas of a building, she suggested, could be partly modular and partly traditional.
“There will be a traditionally built concrete podium and then the modules will
stack on top of it,” she said of this type of hybrid plan.
Stephen Siegel, principal at H-CPM, argued that the value proposition of
modular design can vary based on location. “One [reason] is the cost of your
labor because the cost of your labor in a warehouse or some type of manufacturing player is typically a lower-cost labor,” he explained. “If you’re building in ... a
unionized area, your labor rates are higher.” Similarly, if the necessary facilities
for building and assembling the components aren’t nearby, the costs of transporting the pieces from the nearest warehouse can add up. In traffic-logged urban
markets, bringing the components to the site may have to be cleared with the
department of transportation in advance, Siegel cautioned.
However designers and owners create and develop a modular hotel, HarburgPetrich emphasized the importance of having a well-thought-out plan in place
that works for everyone involved. “You really need to get the design set and the
contractor in to help coordinate and optimize that approach,” she said. “That, I
think, is a challenge. Sometimes—oftentimes—on projects we’ll have the owner
or the designer trying to make changes up until the last minute. And that doesn’t
work very well if you’re going with a modular approach.” HM
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QUICK
STATS

10-20%
SAVINGS IN LABOR WITH
MODULAR CONSTRUCTION
Speed is the biggest
advantage of modular
construction.
Source: Buro Happold

15-30%
SAVINGS IN TIME WITH
MODULAR CONSTRUCTION
Depending on financing,
this can translate to
financial savings as well.
Source: Buro Happold

5.7%
INCREASE IN U.S.
CONSTRUCTION COSTS IN 2018
Chicago; Phoenix;
Portland, Ore.; San
Francisco; Seattle;
and Washington, D.C.,
experienced the greatest
annual increases
Source: Rider Levett Bucknall

4 MONTHS
TIME SAVED ON ONE
KENTUCKY HOTEL PROJECT
Concord Hospitality
cut four months off
constructing the AC Hotel
Louisville (Ky.) Downtown
by going modular.
Source: Concord Hospitality

MODULAR PERMITS: When building a project modularly, owners will have to secure two types of permits, cautioned Henry Wong, principal at architecture firm AO.
“There’s one as we refer to as a state permit, and then there’s one that’s done by the local [authority-having jurisdiction]. So those local authorities—the building departments, the
health departments and so forth of the local city or county—will prevail over anything that’s done on site, but the modules are inspected and permitted through a state-related
agency.” Because of this, Wong, said, owners will need to get early code alignment and code agreement for the on-site and off-site elements.

